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Osiris once again: a pharaonic motif on Irish high crosses

KEES VEELENTURF

or many decades, the presence of Egyptian elements in early Irish art has been
postulated in scholarly and popular writings, generating the view that direct contacts
between Ireland and the eastern part of North Africa must have existed during the

early Middle Ages. Coptic influence, especially, has been taken to be discernible in Ireland,
within a variety of cultural phenomena, but in the field of iconography even pharaonic
features have been recognized. 1 The evidence, or the lack of it, and the related theories and
opinions concerning 'Egypt in Ireland' merit new scrutiny and evaluation. In this brief, and
certainly not exhaustive paper, one specific element will be isolated and discussed, since the
whole field is too vast to be treated satisfactorily within the available space in these
proceedings, and must be subjected to a larger study.

An ultimate pharaonic origin for the so-called Osirian pose of Christ in the
eschatological imagery of early medieval Ireland, as we see it on some high crosses, and,
within different settings, in the Book of Kells, has been advanced more than once by
Franiydise Henry. 2 This is one of the enigmatic parallelisms that comparing Egyptian and
Irish art has to offer. Another one, Coptic and even more striking, is the high cross form on
a pall in Minneapolis. 3 Our focus, however, will remain on the Osiris pose, although it
appears that additional eschatological motifs may well have come originally from Egypt too.
In this respect, a significant configuration can be observed in the eschatological scenes on
the east face of the head of the Cross ofMuiredach at Monasterboice (fig. i). 4 It displays
the most elaborate Last Judgment scene in early Irish art. The figure of Christ the Judge
stands erect in the Osirian pose, with two stafFs or sceptres joined like a 'V before his breast
in the centre of the main scene. Below this, a particular judgment is carved, showing the
Archangel Michael weighing the soul in the form of a manikin within a balance, but doing
so in contest with a tiny devil, who is pulling at the other scale underneath. 5 St Michael
pins the devil down with his own staff. This combination makes up the Christian
counterpart of the pharaonic depiction of the judgment of the deceased by the god Osiris,
together with the weighing of the heart of the dead Egypt ian in question. 6 A splendid

i The term 'pharaonic' is used here as shorthand relating to the non-Christian religion of ancient Egypt. It must, however,
be stressed that 'Egyptian religion' is a vast complex of deities, myths, concepts, cultic varieties etc., each with its own
diachronic agency, z Franiyoise Henry, Irish art in the early Christian period (to A. D. 800) (London, 196$), p. 186;
FraniyOise Henry, Irish art during the Viking invasions (A. D. 800-1020) (London, 1967), pp 164-6; Fran^oise Henry, The
Book ofKells: reproductions from the manuscript in Trinity College Dublin, with a. study of the manuscript by Franfoise Henry
(London, 1974), pp 190-1. 3 This Coptic pall was likely first used as a. church hanging, and probably dates to the sixth
century. Minneapolis Institute of Arts, inv. no. 83. 126; Lotus Stack, 'A Coptic textile: iconography and function',
Minneapolis Institute of Arts Bulletin, 66 (1983-6 [1991]), 97-104, colour illustration on p. 98. It was first adduced within
the literature on Insular art in Walter Horn, 'Appendix: on the origin of the Celtic cross: a new interpretation' in Walter
Horn, Jenny White Marshall and Grellan D. Rourke, The forgotten hermitage of Skellig Michael, California Studies in the
History of Art: Discovery Series 2 (Berkeley, 1989), pp 88-97, 91-2 with fig. 67, 95-6; and in Martin Werner, 'On the
origin of the form of the Irish high cross', Gestd, 29:1 (1990), 98-110 at 101 ff, 102 fig. 6. 4 Peter Harbison, The high
crosses of Ireland: an iconographical and photographic survey, Romisch-Germanisches Zenualmuseum, Forschungsinstitut
fur Vor- und Friihgeschichte: Monographien 17, i-3, 3 vols (Bonn, 1992), iii, figs 472-3. ? Harbison, High crosses of
Ireland, fig. 940 (complete Judgment scene); fig. 941 (weighing of soul or psychostasis). 6 A concise survey of the
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version of these juxtaposed scenes is displayed in the papyrus Book of the Dead ofHunefer
from Thebes, dating to c. 127 5 BC (fig. z). 7 Here, we see Osiris sitting on the right with his
arms in their characteristic pose, and jackal-headed god Anubis on the left, first introducing
the dead scribe Hunefer, and, in the following balance scene, weighing his heart like St
Michael does with the soul. The hybrid 'devourer' Am-mit on the right-hand side of the
scales, waiting for an unfavourable outcome of the weighing, makes up a functional parallel
for Muiredach's devil. The similarities are compelling in the eschatological nature of the
setting, as well as in the way the judge's arms are posed and the weighing act. We will
return to the latter below.

The Irish eschatological Christ has also been carved in his Osirian pose on the cross
heads of the Arboe High Cross, the Cross of the Scriptures in Clonmacnoise, the high

Egyptian myth and cult ofOsiris, 'judge of souls in the netherworld and shepherd to immortality' is provided in Bojana
Mojsov, Osiris: death and afterlife of a god (Maiden, 200$). Strangely, at least to a non-Egyptologist, no reference is made in
this book to the much older, and no doubt partly outdated but nevertheless very rich studies by Ernest A. Wallis Budge,
including his Osiris and the Egyptian Resurrection, 2 vols (London and New York, 1911), the first volume of which deals with
'Osiris as judge of the dead', ch. x, pp 305-47, and includes a description of the judgment ritual, pp 318 ff. 7 London,

i The Last Judgment on
the head of the Cross of

Muiredach, Monasterboice

(photo by author).
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crosses in Durrow and in Termonfechin, as well as on the shaft of the Cross of Patrick and

Columba in Kells. 8 On the Dmmcliff High Cross, Christ holds a cross against his right
shoulder, so this is only half an Osirian parallel. 9 Due to weathering, the possible
occurrence of the Osiris pose on the Co. Down crosses ofDonaghmore and Downpatrick
has been obscured. 10 With some variation as regards the forms and position of the staffs,
rods or cross-sceptres, the Osiris attitude is also seen elsewhere in Insular art. It has been
applied in at least five depictions:11 the tetramorph in the Trier Gospels;12 the portrait of
St Luke in the Lichfield Gospels;13 the uppermost central figure of Christ on the west face
of the South Cross in Sandbach, Cheshire;14 the figure on the Alfred Jewel;15 and the
central figure on the silver Fuller Disc-Brooch. 16 We see this stance repeated several times

British Museum, Papyrus EA 9901. 8 Harbison, High crosses of Ireland, figs 30, 935 (Arboe); 134, 938 (Clonmacnoise,
Cross of the Scriptures); 248, 939 (Durrow); 587 (Termonfechin); 353, 3$$, 943 (Kells, Cross of Patrick and Columba).
9 Harbison, High crosses of Ireland, figs 213, 219, 937. io Harbison, High crosses of Ireland, figs 182, 184 (Donaghmore);
204 (Downpatrick). ll The depiction of a naked figure with rods on the tenth-/eleventh-century cross fragment in the
church of St James, Burton in Kendal, Westmorland, does not seem to be a true instance of the pose, although it has been
associated with the eschatological Christ figure on Irish crosses, Richard N. Bailey, VikingAge sculpture in northern England
(London, 1980), pp 157-8 with fig. 3 8 a; Richard N. Bailey and Rosemary Cramp, Corpus of Anglo-Sctxon stone sculpt ure,

ii: Cumberland, Westmorland and Lancashire North-of-the-Sands (Oxford, 1988), pp 82-3, ill. 180; Carol Farr, The Book of
Kells: its function and audience, British Library Studies in Medieval Culture (London, 1997), p. 64. The other pieces
adduced in this last work, p. 97 n. 59, most likely are derivatives of the earlier Irish Osirian figures, iz Latin Gospels,
second quarter of the eighth century, probably written in Echternach by an Anglo-Saxon and a Continental scribe; Trier,
Domschatz, MS 61 (Bibliotheksnr 134), fo. $v: Nancy Netzer, Cultural interplay in the eighth century: the Trier Gospels and.
the making of a scriptonum at Echtemach, Cambridge Studies in Palaeography and Codicology 3 (Cambridge, 1994), pl. 3.
13 Insular Latin Gospels, second quarter of the eighth century; Lichfield Cathedral Library, MS I, p. 218: Henry, Book
ofKells, p. 190 fig. 44; Netzer, Cultural interplay, pl. 98. 14 Ninth century, see Jane Hawkes, The Sa.nd.bach crosses: sign
and significance in Anglo-Saxon sculpt ure (Dublin, 2002), p. 106, fig. 3. 10, cf. p. 18, fig. l. l, p. 104, fig. 3. 8. 15 Anglo-
Saxon, late ninth century; Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, inv. no. 1836, 371: David A. Hinton, The Alfred Jewel and other
late Anglo-Saxon decorated, metalwork, Ashmolean Handbooks (Oxford, 2008), p. 9. l6Anglo-Saxon, end of the ninth
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3 The psychostasis on the
Cross ofMuireda. ch,
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Branch, Dublin).

in the Book ofKells as well. ̂ If should be remarked that in scholarly literature the Osiris-
Christ connection is quite often denied or denounced. 18

It is rather evident that the great problem in drawing such parallels is the chronological
and geographical distances separating Egyptian Osiris imagery and these putative Insular
offshoots Egypt is thousands of miles away from Ireland, and the Osiris iconography from
the Egypt ian Book of the Dead is more than 2, 000 years older than the Insular imagery. It

is of course possible that the pose has two different origins, completely independent from
one another. However, because of the shared combination ofeschatological features on the
Cross ofMuiredach, this seems unlikely. It is not probable that the Insular Osirian figure
was inspired by Coptic exemplars, although we know some parallels from early medieval
Coptic textiles. What these instances of very similar motifs lack, apart from their completely
different materials and functional contexts, is an identification with Christ, as well as an
unequivocal eschatological significance. 19

Besides the Osiris pose of Christ, the weighing of the soul or psychostasis is another
prominent element of the Last Judgment scene on Muiredach's Cross at Monasterboice
(fig. 3). zo As we have seen, the weighing of the soul as a means to establish whether it

renmry, London, ̂Brkish Museum, inv. no. M&LA 1952, 4-4, i; Catherine Haith, . ii. The Fuller Brooch' in Janet
Backhouse, DerekH Turner and Leslie Webster (eds), The golden age of Anglo-Saxon art, 966-1066 (London, 1984), pp 30-1,
with fig. ii 17 Irish, eighth century, Dublin, Trinity College Library, MS 58 (A. I. 6). The Osiris pose in the Temptation
minuture offo. zozv is more or less straightforward. Henry also noticed a great number of other instances of similar figures
holding flabella or books etc , within the Book, such as fos ir (Matthew with books), ̂  (figure with books above canon table),
izr(figure above the M in the argumenteum of Matthew), 29ov (Matthew in a four-symbols page); Henry, Book ofKells, pp
i9o-i, pis i, p. 167 fig. 17, pl. 7, pl. 12 above, pl. 92, p. 191 fig. 4$; Farr, 5^ ̂ .&, pp 64, 97 n. 59. i8 ItwasOrmonde
M. Dalton who coined 'the misnomer "Osiris pose'"; see Farr, Book ofKelh, p. 97 n. 58. Although Fran^oise Henry has become
the champion of the Osiris-Christ connection (see n. 2), she was in fact preceded by O.M. Dalton, 'A note on the Alfred Jewel',
Proceedings of the Society ofAntiquaries, 2nd series, 20 (1904), 7I-7, and by Arthur Kingsley Porter, The crosses and culture of
Ireland (Nev, ̂ Haven, 193^, p. 72, who described the Christ figure of the Monasterboice Judgment scene as -clearly a
descendant of the Egyptian Osiris'. 19 For example, two sixth- to seventh-century trimmings of a tunic in the Museum fur
Byzantinische Kunst, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, inv. no. 9270, see Cacilia Pluck, 'Besatze einer Tunika in Gabriele Mietke.
Elisabeth Ehler, Cacilia Fluck and Gisela Helmecke, Josef Strzygowski unddie Berliner Museen (Berlin-Wiesbaden, 2012),
cat. no. 43 pp 73-4; a seventh- or eighth-century trimming, with other fragments, from Egypt or Syria, in the

Kunstgewerbemuseum of Berlin, inv. no. 87, 747, see Leonie von Wilckens, Mittelalterliche Seidenstoffe, Bestandskatalog iS
des Kunstgewerbemuseums (Berlin, 1992), cat. no. 10, p. 19. zo Harbison, High crosses of Ireland, figs 940-1; Kees
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4 The Resurrection of
Christ on the Cross of

the Scriptures in
Clonmacnoise (from

Peter Harbison, High
crosses of Ireland, fig.
909).

deserves eternal bliss or damnation is well-known from pharaonic eschatological
iconography too, in which the heart of the deceased is weighed. 21 It seems that the earliest
known occurrence of this scene in its Christian guise, with the Archangel Michael fulfilling
the weighing task, is in Ireland.22 Apart from the clear instance in Monasterboice, there are
two other early, albeit problematic carvings of the psychostasis: on the east face of the high
cross head at Arboe,23 and on the cross base at Oldcourt, near Bray.24 The Christian motif
appears to have been first encountered in the second-century Testament of Abraham,25 an
apocryphon that has not been preserved in Ireland. 26 This Jewish-Christian text was

Veelenturf, Did brdtha: eschatological theophanies and Irish high crosses, Amsterdamse historische reeks, kleine serie, 3 3
(Amsterdam, 1997), pp 114-16. zi See the reference to the work by Wallis Budge in n. 6 above; Leopold Kretzenbacher,
Die Seelenwaage: zur religiosen Idee vom Jenseitsgericht aufder Schicksalswaage in Hochreligion, Bildkunst und Volksglaube,
Buchreihe des Landesmuseums fiir Karnten 4 (IClagenfurt, 1958), pp 24-8, Alt-Agyptens Totengericht. zz In the older
literature on the psychostasis the early dating of Muiredach's Cross has been contested, see Veelenturf, Dia brdtha, p. 11 $.
It would only be in later Christian iconography that St Michael fulfils his weighing task, see Kietzenbacher, Seelenwaage, pp
59i 64, 66. ^3 Harbison, High crosses of Ireland, figs 30, 32, 93 5, scales and alleged flames but no St Michael; Veelenturf,

Did brdtha, pp 11 5-1^, 2.4 Harbison, .ffig-/7 cnwcf of Ireland, fig. 528; Padraig 0 hEailidhe, 'The cross base at Oldcourt,
near Bray, Co. Wicldow' in Etienne Rynne (cd. ), Figures from the past: studies onfigurative art in Christian Ireland in honour
of Helen M. Roe (Dun Laoghaire, 1987), pp 98-110 at p. 101, fig. 6. 4 east face lower panel, pp 102, 107-8.
2,$ Kretzenbacher, Seelenwaage, pp $6-8; Montague Rhodes James, The Testament of Abraham: the Greek text now first edited.
with an introduction and notes. Texts and Studies: Contributions to Biblical and Patristic Literature 2 (Cambridge, 1892),
pp 70-2. z6 This text is not dealt with in Martin McNamara, The apocrypha in the Irish Church (Dublin, 1984).
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composed in Egypt, but will not have been the only source for theological speculation on
the soul's judgment by weighing.

Before taking up the Osiris problem again, it is appropriate to adduce another feature of
Irish high crosses with an Egyptian association. It is significant that this motif is also of an
eschatological nature. The Resurrection of Christ is depicted figuratively in full for the first
time in the history of Western art on four Irish monuments: the Cross of^ie Scriptures in
Clonmacnoise, the High Cross of Durrow, the Market Cross in Kells, and the West Cross
in Monasterboice. 27 It is a hybrid scene, for it combines two motifs, one derived from late
Roman Passion sarcophagi, and one from pagan Egyptian funerary culture. 28 Two dozing
soldiers guarding the tomb of Christ with a chrismon on a Latin cross between them are
prominent on some of these sarcophagi. 29 In their decoration the cross with a chrismon in
a wreath makes up the core of a symbolical rendition of Christ's Resurrection. On the
Market Cross in Kells we find an echo of it in the form of a ringed Latin cross carved
between the guards. The finest carving of the Resurrection of Christ is on the cross in
Clonmacnoise, the panel on the cross shaft not being damaged (fig. 4).

The bird perching on the edge of a recumbent slab covering the dead body of Christ
puts its beak into the mouth of the dead Christ and literally reanimates him. This singular
feature in early Irish iconography is completely unorthodox and unparalleled in Western
art, but a not too distant relative of this Irish resuscitating bird is known from ancient
Egypt. 30 It is the ba-bird, one of the constituents of the human being, a spiritual part
sometimes but incorrectly equated with the soul, and usually in the form of a falcon with
a human head. 31 Ba-statuettes sometimes accompanied the mummies in their graves. At
night the ba returns to the corpse to reunite with it, as can be seen in Book of the Dead
imagery, where the ba-biid sometimes hovers over the deceased body. 32 The parallel of the
ba and the reanimating bird on the high crosses is not comprehensive, for the Irish bird
clearly has no human head. Nevertheless, the joining of spirit and body against the
backdrop of immortality and afterlife is a pivotal shared feature in assembling the case for

2.7 Harbison, High crosses of Ireland, figs 139, 140, 909 (Clonmacnoise, Cross of the Scriptures); 254, 255 (Durrow); 335,
336, 337 (Kells, Market Cross); 494, 495 (Monasterboice, West Cross). 2, 8 Of course the four high cross panels with
Christ's Resurrection provide us with much more than the formal origin of their scenes. Apart from Roger Stalley,
European art and the Irish high crosses' in Proceedings of 'the Royal Irish Academy, 9oC (1990), 135-58 at 149-53, and Anna
Maria Luiselli Fadda, 'The mysterious moment of Resurrection in early Anglo-Saxon and Irish iconography' in Alastair
Minnis and Jane Roberts (cds), Text, image, interpretation: sttidies in Anglo-Saxon literature iind. its Insular context in honour
ofEamonn 6 Carragdin, Studies in the Early Middle Ages 18 (Turnhout, 2007), pp 149-67, one should consult the
stimulative study by Eamonn 6 Carragain, 'Recapitulating history: contexts for the mysterious moment of Resurrection
on Irish high crosses in Jane Hawkes (cd.), Making histories: proceedings of the sixth international conference on Insular art,
York 2011 (Donington, 2013), pp 246-61. ig Stalley, European art', i $1-3; Kees Veelenturf, 'Irish high crosses and
Continental art: shades of iconographical ambiguity' in Colum Hourihane (cd. ), From Ireland coming: Irish art from the
early Christian to the late Gothic period, and its European context, Index of Christian Art Occasional Papers 4 (Princeton,
zooi) pp 83-101, 93-4, with figs 10-12 (pp 94-5) and p. 100 notes 48-55. 30 This connection has been proposed
before in Luiselli Fadda, Mysterious moment', pp I $8-61. 31 Apparently, the spiritual composition of the human as
deduced from Egyptian texts and iconography is quite intricate, witness the difFering descriptions in Egyptological literature,
e.g. Wallis Budge, Osiris and the Egyptian Resurrection, ii, pp 117-3$; Mojsov, Osiris, pp 16, 134, 136; Foy Scalf, 'Ba-bird
statuette' in Rozenn Bailleul-LeSuer (ed.), Between heaven and earth: birds in ancient Egypt, Oriental Institute Museum
Publications 35 (Chicago, 2012), cat. no. 34, pp 201-2 at p. 202; cf. Luiselli Fadda, 'Mysterious moment', pp 159-60.
Following 2,abkar, it appears to be safe to describe the ba as 'one of the various "modes of existence" in which the deceased
continued to live' or 'The Ba is the personification of the vital forces, physical as well as psychic, of the deceased, his alter
ego, one of the modes of being in which and as which he continues to live after death'. Louis V. Zabkar, A study of the bit
concept in ancient Egyptian texts. Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization 34 (Chicago, 1968), pp I, 162. 32, Scalf, 'Ba-

bird statuette', p. 202. See, for example, the drawing in Luiselli Fadda, 'Mysterious moment', p. i $9 fig. 11.
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some sort of connection between the two traditions. 33 Of particular note is the suggestion
that Roman and pharaonic iconographic features may not, after all, be mutually exclusive.

By whatever conduit or conduits, and via whatever intermediaries, oriental influence
must have come to Ireland through the filter of the late-antique and early medieval
continent of Europe. 34 Limiting our scope to the iconography of Irish high crosses, the
importance of Christian art from Rome for the imagery of the Irish monuments has been
demonstrated convincingly. 35 Attempt s to connect their iconography with Carolingian
visual language, however, have not always yielded comparable successful findings. 36 It seems
that late Roman iconography had a more perceptible impact on Irish so-called 'scripture
crosses 37 than contemporary Continental imagery. This may appear to be remarkable, for

33 Luiselli Fadda, 'Mysterious moment', p. 160 n. 30, is a bit too optimistic as regards the necessary evidence for the
transmission of the motif from Egypt to Ireland. 34 Cf. Michael Ryan, 'Bekehrung, Gesellschaft und Kunst im
friihmittelalterlichen Irland' in Christoph Stiegemann, Martin Kroker and Wolfgang Walter (cds), Credo: Christianisierung
Europas im Mittelalter (Paderborn, 2013), i, pp 222-38 at p. 222. 35 For example in Dorothy Hoogland Verkerk,
Pilgrimage ad. lim. ina. apostolorum in Rome: Irish crosses and early Christian sarcophagi' in Colum Hourihane (ed. ), From
Ireland coming: Irish.-ctft from the early Christian to the late Gothic period and its European context, Index of Christian Art
Occasional Papers 4 (Princeton, 2001), pp 9-26; Roger Stalley, 'Irish sculpture of the early tenth century and the work
of the Muiredach Master": problems of identification and meaning', Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, 1140 (2013),
1-39. 36 Stalley, 'European art'; Roger Stalley, revievf of Ha.tbison's High crosses of Ireland m GPA Irish Arts Review
Yearbook, 10 (1994), 2$8-6o. 37 For, inter alia, the grouping of these crosses: Roger Stalley, 'Artistic identity and the
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7 Osiris figurine from Tronoen,
Brittany (photograph reproduced

with kind permission from the Musee
d Archeologie Nationale - Domaine
National de Saint-Germain-en-Laye;

photo MAN, DR).

it is clear that Irish iconography often is idiosyncratic and innovative, but this surely does
not imply an inadvertent conservatism nor a transmission lag for the motifs that were
borrowed, digested and reworked. The available motifs from abroad must have been chosen
not for historical reasons of reference, but because of their morphological suitability.

Turning to Rome, and its empire, we cannot discard its multicultural nature. Late
antiquity certainly was not just classical in its cultural and religious appearance, but was a
multicoloured tapestry with extremely varied religious warp and weft, which produced
equally variegated expressions in cultic and artistic objects. The presence of oriental people
within the Roman empire and subsequently in early medieval Europe is well-known, but
their influence is underestimated. An indication of their being tied up with the elite stratum
of Roman civilization is the fact that a significant number of popes in the late-antique and
early medieval periods were of oriental origin. For instance, between the years 687 and 752,
thirteen popes were elected, but the office ofpontifex maximus went to Roman natives only
twice. The others were all Syrians and Greek, including speakers of Greek from Byzantine
Sicily. This fact had its cultural reverberations in the immediate orbit of these dignitaries:
at the end of the seventh century the Greek language dominated the culture of the clergy
in Rome. 38

Irish scripture crosses' in Rachel Moss (cd. ). Making and meaning in Insular art: proceedings of the fifth international
conference on Insular art held at Trinity College Dublin, 2;-28 August 2005 Vl\i\Am, 2007), pp 153-66. 38 Eamon Duffy,
Saints 6' sinners: a. history of the popes (New Haven, 1997), pp 64-8.
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In his De Controversia Paschali, dating to 632-3, the Irish cleric Cummian relates how
delegates were sent to Rome, from where they returned to Ireland in 632: And they were
in one lodging in the church of St Peter with a Greek, a Hebrew, a Scythian and an
Egyptian at the same time at Easter, in which we differed by a whole month. '39 From this
passage we may infer that the early medieval Irish were acquainted with orientals in the
Western Christian world. Nearer to the Atlantic archipelago than Rome itself, significant
oriental presence is testified to in Gaul. Behind this phenomenon lay the Mediterranean
maritime trade network, and the significant port Alexandria in Egypt. From Marseille in
southern Gaul, people and goods coming from the eastern Mediterranean world travelled
or were distributed along a vast system of routes across Gaul and further afield. Trade,
however, is just one aspect of this intensive, early mobility, for which the Mediterranean
Sea was a fundamental condition.40 Late-antique Gaul appears to have been home to large
colonies of so-called 'Syrians', who functioned professionally in cities at the western end of
the Mediterranean trade network. 'Syrian' was a collective term for Syrians, Greeks,
Egyptians and others of eastern Mediterranean origin. We learn this from inscriptions and
from sources like the Historia Francorum by Gregory of Tours.41 In terms of their visibility
in the archaeological record, it would appear that a resurgence of original elements in their
culture, after the fall of Roman Gaul, rendered this grouping more easily identifiable than
was the case during the previous period. Like the oriental members and converts to oriental
cults within the Roman armies in preceding centuries, these people carried their own
religions with them, and some of their gods also had entered the Roman pantheon. We
tend to overlook or underestimate the multiculturalism of the Roman world and its

aftermath. We do not have to travel to Egypt to find segyptiaca.
From late-antique and early medieval Gaul, in a time when Irishmen no doubt

journeyed to and from that 'neighbouring' country, we also have proof that the Egyptian
Isis cult was somehow still en vogue. Osiris belongs to that cult. About sixty statuettes or
figurines of this pharaonic god in his characteristic pose have been found in Gaul, and some
of these were perhaps also manufactured there.42 Their find circumstances are usually not
very clear, but some come from late-antique contexts and also from Merovingian
cemeteries. The dissemination ofOsiris figurines across Europe, and the great number in
Gaul, cannot be accounted for in terms of antiquarian interest on behalf of their
Continental owners.43 Living cultic cogency cannot be ruled out: in fact, Egyptologists

39 MauraWalsh and Daibhi 0 Croinin (ed. ), Cummictn's letter: De Controversiit Paschali, Pontifical Institute of Medieval

Studies, Studies and Texts 86 (Toronto, 1986), pp 93-5, Et in uno hospicio cum Greco et Hebreo, Scitha et Aegiptiaco
in aecclesia sancti Petri simul in pascha, in quo mense integro disiuncti sumus, fuerunt', p. 94. This remark was already
referred to in Henry, Irish art in the early Christian period, pp 29-30. 40 The movements of people, goods and ideas
bettveen Western Europe and the countries on the eastern and North African coasts of the Mediterranean in late antiquity
and early Middle Ages have been presented in a vast study, Michael McCormick, Origins of the European economy:
communications and commerce, A. D. yoo-yoo (Cambridge, 2001). For a brief assessment relevant to the Carolingian period,
see Volker Scior, Mobilitat um das Jahr 800: das Mittelmeer als Zone von Kommunikation' in Kaiser und. Kalifen: Karlder
GrofSe und die M&chte am Mittelmeer um 800 (Berlin-Darmstadt, 2014), pp 202-13. 41 Still very comprehensive, and
abounding with references to historical and epigraphic sources, Louis Brehier, 'Les colonies d'orientaux en Occident au
commencement du moyen-age', Byzantinische Zeitschrift, 12 (1903), 1-39. From the more recent literature on this subject,
see, for instance, Robert Turcan, Les religions de I'Asie dans la vallee du Rhone, Etudes Preliminaires aux Religions Orientales
dans 1 Empire Roma'in 30 (Leiden, 1972), pp 103-8, dealing with the followers of Cubes syriens. Apparently, Turcan s
emphasis is on the genuine Syrian merchants in Roman Gaul. For Gregory of Tours on Syrians in Gaul, see Historia
Francorum, vii:31; viii:l; x:z6. 4Z An inventory was published in Jean Leclant, Osiris en Gaule' in Laszlo Kakosy and
Erno Gaal (cds), Studia Aegypt iaca I: recueil d'etudes dediees a. Vilmos Wessetzky d I'occasion de son 6^e ctnniversaire, Az Eotvos

Lorand Tudomanyegyetem Okori Torteneti Tanszekeinek Kiadvanyai 9 (Budapest, 1974), pp 263-8$. 43 Ibid., pp
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believe that Osiris figurines found in Gaul have functioned as grave goods and, later in
post-Roman times, also as amulets. 44

For the possible early Irish acquaintance with Osiris imagery, it is significant that in that
part of France bordering the English Channel, there is a relatively large concentration of
Osiris figurines: seven specimens in total. 45 The rwo statuettes in mummy form reproduced
in figures 5 and 6 are fine examples of the nature of the finds from Gaul. J'he full-length
bronze figure is typical of the Osiris type from Lower Egypt, from where it must have been
imported. The other one, broken just above the legs and made ofbrassy metal, is probably
of local Gallo-Roman manufacture. Both statuettes were found in 1893, during the
excavation of a Merovingian cemetery at Wanquetin, Pas-de-Calais. 46 Not confined to
Osiris statuettes, this region has yielded more segyptiaca. 47

The formal variety displayed in the Osiris figurines from Gaul astonishes as much as
does their surviving number, which two further examples corroborate. Figure 7 shows a
statuette from Tronoen in Finistere, Brittany, which is made of bronze and filled with
lead. 48 The Osiris from Font d'Ain (plate 27), about 60 kilometres from Lyon is most likely
not of Egyptian manufacture.49

If it is accepted that exemplars and models for Irish Christian iconography can be found
in Rome, albeit not in great numbers, should we not also admit that the abundance of
Osiris figurines in Gaul may have introduced Irish clergy or artists to Osirian iconography?
Of course we do not know what was known or believed about this divine, eschatological
judge in the north of early medieval Gaul, but some notion of his original functioning may
still have survived. ?0 In Egypt, Osiris figurines were grave goods, and as such played a role

within a setting concerned with death and the afterlife: the figurines were meant to help the
deceased become like the god-judge himself in a process ofOsiromimesis. This being so,
one might speculate that his traditional posture was suitable for adapt ation into Insular

iconography, and above all, Irish eschatological imagery.
No Osiris statuettes of genuine antiquity have been found in Ireland. In Great Britain,

a small number have come to light, but problems surrounding their contexts make it
impossible to prove their presence on what is now British soil in late antiquity or in early
medieval times. 51

263-6 (notes the Osiris statuettes from Hungary, Greece, Asia Minor, Italy, Germany and Great Britain, and their
problems). 44 Ibid., p. 274. 45 Laurent Bricault, 'Deux nouveaux Osiris dans 1c nord de la Gaule', Revue du Nord-
Archeologie, 72:296 (1992), 179-83 at 181. 46 Ibid., l8o for description of the figurines. 47 Cf. Jean-Louis Podvin,
Objets egyptiens et egyptisants trouves dans Ie Nord et 1c Pas-de-Calais', Revue du Nord-Archeologie, 70:276 (1988),
183-90; Jean-Louis Podvin, 'Objets egyptiens et egyptisants trouves dans Ie Nord et 1c Pas-de-Calais (II)' in Revue du Nord-
Archeologie, 71:280 (1989), 215-20. 48 Saint-Germain-en-Laye, Musee d'Archeologie Nationale, inv. no. 75837. Leclant,
'Osiris en Gaule', pp 266, 276, fig. I. 49 Paris, Musee du Louvre, inv. no. E 22208. Leclant, 'Osiris en Gaule', p. 267.
50 It would be wrong to suppose that the Egyptian religion was widely practised in Gaul. Cf. Jean Leclant, 'La diffusion
des cultes isiaques en Gaule' in Laurent Bricault (ed.), Isis en Occident: actes du IIeme colloque international sur les etudes
isiaques, Lyon III, 16-17 mai 2002, Religions in the Graeco-Roman World 151 (Leiden and Boston, 2004), pp 95-10$.
51 Eve and John R. Harris, The oriental cults in Roman Britain, Eludes Preliminaires aux Religions Orientales dans 1'Empire
Remain 6 (Leiden, 1965), p. 89. A rather puzzling find of an Osiris figure was made in 1927 in the Isle of Man: Lawrence
Butler, The Cistercian abbey of St Mary of Rushen: excavations 1978-79', Journal of the British Archaeological Association,
l4i (1988), 60-104 at 97. Sg- I6 no. 4; 98, fig. 19. This find was used by Harris and Harris to play down the significance
of certain smaller zegyptiaca found in Britain. 'The scarabs and amulets, even if accepted as Roman importations, are of
doubtful value as evidence of devotion to the Egyptian deities. Traded by merchants as exotic curios or carried as keepsakes
by "tourists" [... ], their presence in Britain may well be fonuitous. Similar circumstances could also, indeed, account for
the figures of Osiris and other deities, and the finding of these on Roman sites, even if proved, need have no wider
significance than the curious discovery of a bronze Osiris in a common grave of the early twelfth century at the Cistercian
monastery of St Mary of Rushen, Isle of Man [... ]'; Harris and Harris, Ora'CTte/CM/ft, p. 92. Nevertheless, Harris and Harris
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Although the existence of a residual Osiris cult in Gaul is problematic, that this god
played some role in late-antique times and beyond is indisputable. 52 We should view the
early medieval West as a multicultural conglomerate that, as such, presents some hitherto
neglected possibilities for tracing origins of some Irish iconographic motifs. The Irish who
travelled to the Continent may have deemed the figure of Osiris an appropriate model for
their own eschatological judge. 53 In a society that evidently was not as image-ridden as ours,
the search for models may not have been governed by iconographic presuppositions or
'rules'. Eclecticism implies open eyes and the faculty of innovation through combination.
In early Irish iconography, we have seen that compositions can be polygenetic, i. e. made up
of motifs from different quarters. The eschatological Osiris figure from Egypt in his Gaulish

guise may certainly have been such an exemplar. Perhaps we may conclude that the search
for 'Egypt in Ireland' has arrived at a new start. 54

also admit that it cannot be ruled out lightly that the Osiris statuettes may have belonged to devotees of Isis and Serapis
'whether civil or military, oriental, Roman, or even native', p. 93. ?z Cf. the propositions concerning Osiris figurines
in Michel Malaise, '\sis en Occident: themes, questions et perspectives d'un colloque' in Laurent Bricault (ed. ), Isis en
Occident: actes du IIeme colloque international sur les etudes isiaques, Lyon III, 16-17 MM 2002, Religions in the Graeco-
Roman World 151 (Leiden and Boston, 2004), pp 479-90 at pp 484-5. 53 The Insular application of the Osiris stance
in media other than early Irish sculpture, where the eschatological nature of the relevant figures is not obvious, was probably
derivative. $4 I am grateful to Carol A. Fan-, for notifying me of Dalton, 'Note on the Alfred Jewel' and for sending me
a copy of it, and to the editors of these proceedings for their patience and care.



Plate 26 North Cross at Castledermot,

David with lyre on left arm (photo by author).

Plate 27 Osiris figurine from Font d'Ain,
Department ofAin (image courtesy of
Musee du Louvre, Paris).
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